
NECKLACES

We carry a diverse line of genuine Koa, bone, horn, and shell necklaces. Expertly handcrafted by artisans, many of the pendants are individually hand-carved with both traditional and unique designs. These are authentic 
museum-quality pieces.

TO PLACE AN ORDER, PLEASE SPECFIFY 
TYPE/QUANTITY BELOW

Style Size Style/Color Measurements Material
Wholesale 

Price Description STYLE/COLOR/SIZE ORDER QUANTITY

Made in Fiji Black Lip Mother of Pearl Triangle One SIze 19.5" cord
Black Lip Mother of Pearl, 
US made Cotton Cordage $23.00

These stunning, exotic pendants are truly labors of love. A skilled 
Fijian artist carefully cuts and shapes Black Lip oyster Mother-of-
Pearl shell and expertly carves the unique shapes. Designs reflect 
tattoo and tribal patterns reminiscent of masi (tapa) motifs. These 
lustrous, iridescent triangles are securely wrapped using nautical 
whipping technique. Custom made Mother-of-Pearl toggle and loop 
closure. Each pendant is signed on the back by the artist. Made in 
Fiji.
 
Due to the hand made nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be variations in color and texture.

Fiji Black Wing Oyster Small 
Round Pendant One SIze

Available in various 
patterns:
-Hibiscus
-Tiare
-Plumeria
-Multi Plumeria
-Basket Plumeria
-Yin & Yang Plumeria 1" Pendant, 22" Cord

Black Wing Oyster, US 
made Cotton Cordage $13.00

These scintillating discs are cut from a shell species native to Fiji. 
Hand-carved island floral motifs include hibiscus, tiare (Tahitian 
gardenia), single plumeria, multi plumeria, basket plumeria and yin & 
yang plumeria. Shell color is shimmery neutral to subtle rainbow. 
Shell button closure. Hand signed by the artist. 

Pendant diameter 1", black or dark brown sturdy woven cotton cord 
approx. 22". Made in Fiji.

Due to the handmade nature of this item, sizes or colorations may 
vary slightly.

Fiji Black Lip Mother of Pearl Hook 
Pendant - Plain One SIze 2" Pendant, 20" Cord

Black Lip Mother of Pearl, 
US made Cotton Cordage $18.00

Plain Hook (no carving)

A local Fijian artist carefully cuts and shapes stylized traditional fish 
hooks from shell. Time-honored tattoo and tribal patterns are expertly 
carved into the shimmery pearlescent surfaces. Each hand-carved 
piece is original and signed by the artist. Attached to sturdy woven 
cotton cord made in the USA.

Pendant length 2", cord length approx. 20", available in black or 
brown. Closure is Mother-of-Pearl rectangle toggle. Made in Fiji.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be slight variations in size or color.

Fiji black lip Mother of Pearl Hook 
Pendant - Hand Carved One SIze 2" Pendant, 20" Cord

Black Lip Mother of Pearl, 
US made Cotton Cordage $20.00

Carved Hook

A local Fijian artist carefully cuts and shapes stylized traditional fish 
hooks from shell. Time-honored tattoo and tribal patterns are expertly 
carved into the shimmery pearlescent surfaces. Each hand-carved 
piece is original and signed by the artist. Attached to sturdy woven 
cotton cord made in the USA.

Pendant length 2", cord length approx. 20", available in black or 
brown. Closure is Mother-of-Pearl rectangle toggle. Made in Fiji.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be slight variations in size or color.

Fiji black lip Mother of Pearl Hook - 
Barb Hook One SIze 2" Pendant, 20" Cord

Black Lip Mother of Pearl, 
US made Cotton Cordage $25.00

Barbed Hook with special nautical wrap and knotting

A local Fijian artist carefully cuts and shapes stylized traditional fish 
hooks from shell. Time-honored tattoo and tribal patterns are expertly 
carved into the shimmery pearlescent surfaces. Each hand-carved 
piece is original and signed by the artist. Attached to sturdy woven 
cotton cord made in the USA.

Pendant length 2", cord length approx. 20", available in black or 
brown. Closure is Mother-of-Pearl rectangle toggle. Made in Fiji.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be slight variations in size or color.
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Fiji Black Lip Mother of Pearl 
Manta Ray Pendant One SIze

1.25" Pendant, 22" 
Cord

Black Lip Mother of Pearl, 
US made Cotton Cordage $23.00

This shimmering rectangle with rounded corners is artfully carved with 
a stylized manta ray, a graceful ocean glider found in Pacific waters. 
With tribal designs as embellishment, the Fijian carver takes full 
advantage of the shell's natural iridescent colorations. Each piece is 
hand signed by the artist. Shell button closure. 

Pendant length 1.25", cord approx. 22". Sturdy black cotton cord 
made in the U.S.A. Made in Fiji.
 
Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be slight variations in color or size.

Fiji Trocus Shell Oval Pendant One SIze 2" Pendant, 21" Cord
Trocus Shell, US made 
Cotton Cordage $14.00

This cream-colored pearlescent elongated oval pendant is skillfully 
hand-carved and shaped by a Fijian artist. The local trocus shells are 
especially thick and strong. The carved designs reflect cultural motifs 
of Fiji. Each piece is hand signed by the artist. Shell button closure. 

Pendant 2", cord approx. 21", available in black or brown. Made in 
Fiji.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be slight variations in size or color.

Made in Hawaii Puka Shell Necklace S/L 10- 12 in Puka Shell, Sterling Silver $24.00

Puka shells, the round tops of cone shells, are naturally tumbled and 
polished by the surf pounding the shore. The shells are patiently and 
selectively collected from Hawaiian beaches, and strung on 
monofilament through naturally occurring center holes (pukas). 
Sterling silver or shell button closure. Some necklaces with larger 
shells are more suitable for men.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be slight variations in size or color. 

Hawaiian Koa & Bone Pendant, 
Toki Shape S/M/L Koa, Local Wood, Bone

$32.00 - 
$40.00

Stunning polynesian statement pendants take their shape from the 
toki, a tool traditionally used by Hawaiians to carve wood canoes. The 
pendants are artfully fashioned from koa and other local wood, horn, 
and bone. The natural materials are carefully, seamlessly joined, 
resulting in bold, vibrant designs. Strung on sturdy beige, dark brown 
or black twine.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be slight variations in size or color. 

Hawaiian Koa & Bone Pendant, 
Hook Shape S/M/L

Hook Measurement: 
Small 1.5"
Medium 2"
Large 3" Koa, Local Wood, Bone

$32.00 - 
$40.00

The Hawaiian fishhook, or makau, has long been a symbol of safe 
passage over water, as well as strength and good fortune. Each of 
these hooks is unique, as the artist labors over each pendant until he 
feels it is complete. Designs include wood and bone inlay, mixed 
wood types, and wood and bone combined to form a hook. Strung on 
strong beige natural fiber twine.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be slight variations in size or color. 
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Hawaiian Bone Pendant, Hook 
Shape S/M/L/XL Bone

$22.00 - 
$44.00

The traditional Hawaiian fishhook, or makau, has long been a symbol 
of safe passage over water, good fortune, and strength. These hooks 
are rendered in natural and dyed bone, and secured on strong beige 
natural fiber twine.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be slight variations in size or color.

Hawaiian Wood and Bone 
Pendant, Koru Shape S/M/L Local Wood, Bone

$30.00 - 
$40.00

The koru (Maori for coil) is a stylized spiral shape inspired by the 
unfurling of the New Zealand silver fern frond. It is a common 
traditional symbol in Maori art, carving and tattoos. These simple, 
stunning koru are carved from bone or combinations of wood and 
bone. Strung on sturdy beige natural fiber twine. S, M, L.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be slight variations in size or color.

Hawaiian Bone Pendant, Tattooed 
and Special Design One SIze Bone $40.00

These special designed pendants have traditional tattoo or abstract 
designs etched onto the bone pendant. Very unique and one of a 
kind, the artist carefully patterns each piece. Strong twine of either 
black, dark brown, or beige twine securely holds your hook in place.

Hawaiian Bone Pendant, Special 
Shape One SIze Local Wood, Bone

$45.00 - 
$50.00

These special shape pendants are a double hook-like shape with 
bone and koa wood detail. Each pattern and placement of material is 
expetertly chosen and no two are alike. Strong twine of either black, 
dark brown, or beige twine securely holds your pendant in place.

Hawaiian Wood & Bone Pendant, 
Leiomano (war club) One SIze Local Wood, Bone $55.00

Koa carved long Leiomano pendant, handmade by a local artist. The 
Leiomano is a shark-tooth club used by native Hawaiians and in other 
various Polynesian cultures. This hand weapon replica is an intricate 
pendant made with tiger shark teeth, locally sourced, tied with strong 
twine to securely hold each piece in place.
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Made in Tahiti

Grand White Cockle & Pupu Shell 
Woven Choker on Plaited Niau 
Blanc One SIze Approx. 18" Choker

White Cockle Shell, Pupu 
Shell, Niau Blanc $22.00

Cockle and Pupu shells (coastal land snails), hand-pierced and 
arranged into small fleurettes, are woven onto plaited Niau blanc 
(young coconut palm leaves). The chest-level necklace has a lei-like 
appearance. Cowrie shell and loop closure. Approx. 18" long. Made 
in Tahiti.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be minor variations in color or size.

Mother of Pearl & Pupu Shell 
Flower Choker One SIze Assorted Approx. 18" Choker

White Cockle Shell, Pupu 
Shell, Niau Blanc $9.00

Lustrous Mother-of-Pearl shell flower pendant with clustered pupu 
shell (coastal land snail) center. Flower is attached by monofilament 
to either light-colored plaited raffia or black plaited satin-finish cord. 
Shell toggle closure. Handmade in Tahiti.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be variations in color or texture.

Tahitian Black Lip Mother of Pearl, 
Cockle & Pupu Shell Simple Flower 
Pendant One SIze

-Black Braided Cord
-Braided Rafia

Pendant measures 1-
3", Choker measures 
14" - 18"

Black Lip Mother of Pearl, 
Cockle Shell, Pupu Shell $9.00

Black Lip Mother of pearl is shaped into beautiful simple petals to 
create a beautiful flower. In the middle, is a delicate cluster of shells. 
Each shell is hand pierced and arranged into fleurettes using 
monofilament on to a woven rafia choker. Shell pendant ranges in 
sizes and design as each necklace is made with unique materials. 
Clasp closure made with a local shell.

Tahitian Shell Necklaces Please inquire.

Tahitian Mother of Pearl Symbol 
Pendants One SIze

-Hook
-Tiki
-Manta Ray
-Turtle
-Large Turtle
-Double Dolphin

1-2" Pendant
20" rafia Cord

Black Lip Mother of Pearl, 
Hand Woven Rafia $20.00

Black Lip Mother-of-Pearl shell hand-carved pendant designs include 
fish hook, tiki, manta ray, turtle, and dolphin. The Mother-of-Pearl 
glints and shimmers with a color range from deep taupe to mauve to 
iridescent white. Carved with traditional tattoo and stylized nature 
patterns. Strung on 2-ply twisted raffia cord with adjustable loop 
closure. 

Hook 1.5"-2"; tiki 1.5"; manta ray 1.5"; turtle 1" and 2"; double dolphin 
1.25". Cord approx. 20". Made in Tahiti.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be slight variations in size or color.
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Tahitian Mother or Pearl Pendant w 
Pearl One SIze

-Tiki
-Double Dolphin

1-2" Pendant
20" rafia Cord

Black Lip Mother of Pearl, 
Hand Woven Rafia $28.00

Black Lip Mother-of-Pearl shell hand-carved pendant designs include 
tiki, double dolphin, etc. The Mother-of-Pearl glints and shimmers with 
a color range from deep taupe to mauve to iridescent white. Carved 
with traditional tattoo and stylized nature patterns. Strung on 2-ply 
twisted raffia cord with adjustable loop closure. Comes with a 
beautiful Tahitian Pearl.

Pendant 1-2", Cord approx. 20". Made in Tahiti.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be slight variations in size or color.

Full Mother of Pearl Shell Pendant 
Necklace One SIze

Pendant measures 
approx 4.5" with 20 or 
30" rafia cord

Black Lip Mother of Pearl, 
Hand Woven Rafia $32.00

Large whole carved and polished Mother-of-Pearl shell strung onto a 
plaited raffia necklace. Assorted traditional tattoo designs. Each shell 
is a rainbow of iridescent colorations. Cowrie shell and loop toggle 
closure. 

Approx. diameter of shell 4.5". Necklace available in 20" and 30" 
lengths. Handmade in Tahiti.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be variations in color or texture.

Tahitian Mother of Pearl Pendant - 
Paua Accent L

Pendant measures 
approx. 2.25" with 16" 
long waxed cord

Black Lip Mother of Pearl, 
Paua $75.00

Hand carved Tahitian Black Lip Mother of Pearl Pendant with New 
Zealand Paua or Abalone detail. The bright abalone shell is expertly 
cut and pieced together with beautiful hand carved tahitian mother of 
pearl shell. Each piece is produced by hand, no two are the same. 

Tahitian Mother of Pearl Pendant - 
Tahitian Pearl Accent S Assorted Shapes

Pendant measures 
approx. 1.5" with 18" 
long waxed cord

Black Lip Mother of Pearl, 
Tahitian Pearl, Paua Shell 
(Abalone), Sterling Silver 
Hook $50.00

The carefully shaped shell disc is carved with traditional Tahitian 
motifs, framing a lustrous Tahitian pearl in the center. Each piece 
individually hand-carved, no two alike. Pendant comes with cord, and 
can be strung on any necklace. Made in Tahiti.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be variations in color or texture.

Half Moon Mother of Pearl Pendant S/L
-Rounded Half Moon
-Pointed Half Moon

Small - 3" Pendant, 
14.5" cord
Large - 4" Pendant, 
16" cord

Black Lip Mother of Pearl, 
Raffia Cord

$19.00 - S
$21.00 - L

Expertly shaped and carved with traditional Tahitian designs, 
including honu (sea turtle), hibiscus flower  and tiare (Tahitian 
gardenia); accented by traditional tattoo designs. Some feature just 
tattoo designs. Strung on 2-ply twisted raffia cord. Adjustable loop 
closure. Available in rounded or pointed half moon.

Small pendant 3" with cord length approx. 14.5"; large pendant 4" 
with cord length approx. 16". Handmade in Tahiti.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
slight variations in size or color may occur.
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Half Moon Mother of Pearl Pendant 
with Tahitian Pearl S/L

-Rounded Half Moon
-Pointed Half Moon

Small - 3"" Pendant, 
14.5"" cord
Large - 4"" Pendant, 
16"" cord

Black Lip Mother of Pearl, 
Raffia Cord

$25.00 - S
$29.00 - L

Expertly shaped and carved with traditional Tahitian designs, 
including honu (sea turtle), hibiscus flower  and tiare (Tahitian 
gardenia); accented by traditional tattoo designs. Some feature just 
tattoo designs. Strung on 2-ply twisted raffia cord. Adjustable loop 
closure. Available in rounded or pointed half moon. A beautiful, 
authentic Tahitian pearl ties the necklace together, elevating the 
necklace to the next level. 

Small pendant 3" with cord length approx. 14.5"; large pendant 4" 
with cord length approx. 16". Handmade in Tahiti.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
slight variations in size or color may occur. 

Tahiti Green Sea Urchin Necklace One SIze Sea Urchin $20.00 Please inquire.

Made in Samoa
Samoan Carved Shell Pendants & 
Necklaces

Cow Bone, Mother of Pearl, 
Trocus Shell From $48

Please inquire. 
Ocean themed pendants are skillfully carved from Mother-of-Pearl 
shell, trocus shell, and bone. Designs include octopus, sea bird, sea 
turtle and manta ray, each embellished with intricate surface carving. 
Strung on twisted black natural fiber twine.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, 
there may be slight variations in size or color.

Made in Marshall 
Islands Marshall Islands snake cowry One SIze

Shell length ¾"-1"
Cord approx. 18". Cowry Shell, Niau Blanc $4.50

A single striking brown-patterned cowrie shell is hand-pierced and 
strung on braided Niau blanc (light-colored young coconut palm leaf.) 
Shell length ¾"-1". Cord approx. 18". Shell and toggle closure. Made 
in the Marshall Islands.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and the natural materials 
used, color or size may vary slightly.

Made in 
Marquesas 
Islands Nut & Seed Necklaces One SIze

-False Wiliwili
-Alii Poe/Canna
-Job's Tears
-Flame Tree
-Soap Seeds
 -Black Eye Susan Various Nut & Seed $11.00

Seed and Nut Necklaces made in the Marquesas Islands, French 
Polynesia
False Wiliwili, Alii Poe/Canna, Job's Tears, Flame Tree seeds, Soap 
seeds and Black-Eyed Susan seeds are strung in eye-catching 
combinations into unique statement necklaces directly from nature.
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Nut & Seed Necklaces L Various Nut & Seed $20.00

Seed and Nut Necklaces made in the Marquesas Islands, French 
Polynesia
False Wiliwili, Alii Poe/Canna, Job's Tears, Flame Tree seeds, Soap 
seeds and Black-Eyed Susan seeds are strung in eye-catching 
combinations into unique statement necklaces directly from nature.

Made in 
Micronesia Local Shell & Fiber Necklace One SIze Shell & Fiber $20.00

Please inquire.
Richly pigmented brown cowrie shells offer an eye-catching contrast 
to the meticulously hand-woven young coconut palm frond fiber 
neckpiece to which they are carefully attached.


